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In the count of branches, a branchpoint is defined as a point of degree at 
least hree, and a branch is a line, or several lines in tandem, joining two branch- 
points, two endpoints, or a branchpoint and an endpoint. More briefly, a 
branch is a line in the series-reduced tree. The enumerator f plane trees by 
number of branches, b,,(x), is found to be 
n--1 
= Z(  
0 
with mo= Y~ (~)c~, c,~ = (2n)!/n!(n + 1)! (m is for Th. Motzkin). The cor- 
responding enumerator by number of endpoints other than the root, e~(x), is 
shown to be equal to d,~(x), the enumerator f ballot paths by length of horizontal 
segments: 
d~(x)-- n-k l  ~1 -- x ~, n = 1,2 ..... 
The enumerator byendpoints including the root, f~(x), is shown to be fl(x) = x ~, 
f~(x) = e~(x) + (x -- 1)e~_l(x), n = 2, 3 ..... 
Robert Donaghey's discovery of the first result was the occasion for this 
paper, which presents all results in a single setting. 
l. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that plane trees are in the Catalan domain. Their 
number with n lines is the Catalan number cn ~ (2n)!/n!(n q- 1)!, and 
the enumerat ion by height appears in a ballot setting in a paper by 
Kreweras [2]. Indeed, the level codes for ballot paths introduced in [5], 
when regarded as acyclic mappings of the set N ---- {1, 2,..., n} have an 
immediate interpretation as forests of rooted trees trivially reducible to 
plane trees. 
The setting for the enumerations given here rests on the last remark. 
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Consider the weak lead ballots on the triangular lattice, from (0, 0) to 
(n, n), whose number is designated by Wn. When classified by first contact 
with the diagonal the initial path is a strict lead path, with S; possibilities, 
and it is followed by a weak lead path with W._j possibilities. Hence 
Thus 
W. = S1W.-I + &W.-2 + "'" + S.-1W1 +S. ,  n = 1,2,.... 
with summation 
k = kl + "'" + k,~, and [k; kl ..... k.] a multinomial coefficient. 
All this is a reflection of the generating function relation 
1 = (1 - -S lY  - -S2y 2 . . . .  )(1 -~- Wly -Ju W2y 2 'Ju ""). (1) 
For the ballot problem, this relation has little moment; since W,~ = c,~, 
S. =c ._~,  it reduces to 1 =(1  - -yc(y) )c (y) ,  with c(y) =c  o§  
c,y + "" + c .y  '~ + .... For the enumeration by branches, Wn ----- b.(x), 
the enumerator of plane trees with n lines by branches, and Sn = fin(X), 
the corresponding enumerator for planted trees; Eq. (1), along with a 
formula relating b.(x) and ft.(x), leads to 
= oz k mkxk+~' 
(2) 
k 7kxe+l' 
with mk and ),~ completely determined. 
For the enumeration by endpoints other than the root, the two similar 
enumerators e.(x) and e,~(x) are simply related: e l (X)= ex(x)= x, 
e.(x) = e,,_l(X), n = 2, 3 ..... It turns out that 
e. (x )=d~(x) - -  n+ 1 k 1 x ,  n= 1,2 ..... (3) 
with d.(x) the enumerator f ballot paths by length of horizontal segments. 
The root is an endpoint only for planted trees. Hence the enumerator 
by endpoints including the root, f . (x) ,  is given by 
f~(x) = x ~, f~(x) = e.(x) + (x -- 1) e._~(x), n = 2, 3 ..... (4) 
WI=S1,  
w~ SlWl + & = s? + s~, 
w~ = $1 w~ + & wi + & = s? + 2Sl& + &,  
w. Z [~; ~1 ..... k.] S~ 1 ..-Sb, 
over all partitions of n =k~+2k2+" .+nk~,  
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2. ENUMERATION BY BRANCHES 
The planted plane trees with n lines are obtained by adding a line at the 
root of each of the plane trees with n -- 1 lines. This adds a branch to all 
trees which are not planted. Hence, in the notation used above, 
f in(X) = x (bn_ l (X  ) - -  fi~,~_l(X)) ,-1- fin_l(X) 
= xb,_~(x)  4:- (1 --  x) fl,_~(x), n = 2, 3 ..... (5) 
and bl(X) = fia(x) = x .  It is convenient to define generating functions as 
follows. 
b(x, y) = 1 -k ba(x)y  + ... --I- b,~(x) y'* + "", 
fi(x, y) = fi~(x) + fi2(x) y -k "'" -k fi,~+l(x) y'~ q- "". 
Then by Eqs. (1) and (5), 
1 = (1 --  yf l(x,  y))  b(x,  y), (1 - -  y -k xy )  fi(x, y)  =- xb(x ,  y).  (6) 
Thus 
xyb2(x,  y) - -  (1 - -  y -k xy)  b(x,  y)  + 1 - -  y + xy  = O, (7) 
the solution of which, meeting the boundary condition b(x ,  0) = 1, is 
b(x, y) = (1/2xy){1 - -  y + xy  - -  [(1 - -  y + xy)  2 - -  4xy(1 - -  y -4- xy)]~/2}, 
(8) 
or 
b(x,  y)  = [(1 - -  y --k xy)]2xy]{1 - -  [1 --  4xy(t - -  y -k xy)-t]l/~). (8a) 
Remembering that 2xc(x)  = 1 --  (1 -- 4x) 1/~, one notes that (Sa) is the 
same as 
b(x, y)  = c(xy(1 - -  y -}- xy )  -~) 
n- -1  
= ~0 Y~ ( J - -1  ) cjx~(1 --  x)~-J" (8b) 
Hence 
n - 1 ) cjx~(1 - x)  n- j  b.(x) = ~ j 1 
1 
-- o J C~+lXJ+l(1- 
= xc(1 - x + ex)n% cJ =- c~, 
: ~1 (/,/__ l )C (C-  1)'X '+1, C j ~ C~', (9) 
o ] 
n 
which is the first of Eqs. (2) with m,~ = c(c - -  I)" = ~o (~')(--1) "-j  cj+l. 
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The numbers rnn, as posed in [3], are the number of ways of selecting n
points on a circle either singly or in noncrossing pairs; since the number 
of ways of choosing noncrossing pairs from 2j points is cj, it follows that 
Hence 
or 
(n) 
mn = ~o 2j ca. 
0 h=O h=O 
= Y~ c~x~(1 - x ) -~J -~ 
o 
= (1 - x )  -1  c (x2(1  - x ) -2 ) ,  
xm(x) = yc(y~), y = x(1 -- x) -t. 
By the identity 1 + yc(y  2) = c(y(1 + 2y) -t) (due to Jacques Touchard; 
cf. [4, p. 156]), it follows that 
xm(x) = c(x(X + x) -1) -- 1 = ~o xn+l EO (-  I)J ( Jn ) Cn+l-J 
and 
C j ,  
0 ~jt  
as given above. 
To find a recurrence for the enumerators b,(x), rewrite Eq. (8) as 
2xyb(x, y) = 1 --  y + xy  --  (A(x, y))t/2 (10) 
with 
A(x ,  y) = (1 - -  y + xy)  ~ - -  4xy(1 - -  y + xy)  
= (1 -- y + xy)(1 - -  y - -  3xy) 
= 1- -2 ( l+x)y+(1  +2x- -3x  2) y2. 
Then the partial derivative with respect to y of A(x, y), denoted by A~(x, y), 
is 
d,,(x, y) ---- --2(1 + x) + (1 + 2x -- 3x ~) 2y. 
In a similar notation for partial derivatives, the partial derivation with 
respect to y of (10) yields 
2xyb~(x, y) + 2xb(x, y) = --1 + x --  89 y)(A(x, y))-t/~. (11) 
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2xyd(x, y) bu(x, y) q- 2xA(x, y) b(x, y) 
= --(1 - -  x) A(x, y) - -  1hu(x , y) A(x, y)a/2 
= --(1 - -  x) A(x, y) --  89 - -  y -k xy --  2xyb(x, y)). 
After simplification this is 
A(x, y) ybu(x , y) + (1 -- y --  xy) b(x, y) = 1 --  y + xy. 
Hence, with 3,m, the Kronecker delta, 
(n + 1) b,~(x) --  (2n - -  1)(1 --k x) b,,_~(x) + (n --  2)(1 + 2x --  3x 2) b._~(x) 
----- 8,~ o - -  (1 - -  x )  an1 , (12)  
or bo(x) = 1, bl(x) = x, and 
(n + 1) b.(x) = (2n - -  1)(1 + x) bn_l(X) - -  (n --  2)(1 + 2x - -  3x ~) b._2(x), 
n = 2,  3 , . . .  
Turn now to the enumerator  fl,(x). F rom the second of Eqs. (6) and 
Eq. (7), it follows that 
(13) (1 - -  y + xy) yf2(x, y) --  (1 - -  y -+ xy) f (x,  y) + x = 0 
so that 
2y(1 - -  y + xy) fl(x, y) = 1 -- x -k xy --  [A(x, y)]l/a 
with A(x, y) as above. Just as above, 
yfl(x, y) = xy(1 --  y + xy) -x c(xy(1 -- y + xy)-X), 
which entails 
n 
fl,~+l(x) = ~o ( J  )c'x'+*(1 - -  x )" - '  = x(1 - -x  q-cx)",  
n 
=~o ( j ) (C - -1 ) 'x '+ l ,  
(14) 
(15) 
C j ~ Cj , 
which is the same as the second of Eqs. (2) with yn = (c --  1) n, c j ~ cj .  
For  the recurrence, partial derivation with respect to y of Eq. (14) 
culminates in 
yA(x, y) flu(x, y) + (1 --  2y + (1 + 2x - -  3xa)y 2) f (x,  y) = x (16) 
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and 
(n + l)/3.+~(x) - 2(n + (n - 1 )x) /L (x)  
+ (n - 1)(1 + 3x - 3x  ~) fln_~(x) : X3no. (17) 
Representing enumerators by detached coefficients (e.g., bz (x )= 
x + 2x 2 + 2x 3 is represented as 1 + 2 + 2), the first few b,,(x) and/3n(x) 
are as follows. 
n 1 2 
b,~(x) 1 1+1 1 
~.(x) 1 1 1 
The numbers m. and 
n 0 1 
m,~ 1 1 
~. 1 0 
Note that ~. + ~.-1 
these numbers are 
3 4 5 
+2+2 1+3+6+4 1+4+12+6+1 
+0+1 1+0+3+1 1+0+6+4+3 
?n for n = 0(1)10 are 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
2 4 9 21 51 127 323 835 2188 
1 1 3 6 15 36 91 232 603 
: m, -x ,  as is easily proved. The recurrences for 
(n + 2) mn = (2n + 1) mn_z + 3(n -- 1) m,~_2, n = 1,2 ..... 
(n + 1) Tn = (n -- 1)(2),n_1 + 3y~_e), n = 1, 2 ..... 
Thus, for n even, 2y. + 3~,._1 ~ 0, mod(n + 1). Sequence 456 of [7] is m.; 
the range is 1(1)23. 
An extension of these results to the joint enumeration by number of 
branches and number of lines at the root (the root degree) is worth brief 
notice. Write b,,(x, z) for this enumerator, so that bn(x, 1) = b.(x); then, 
as already noticed in [1, p. 20], 
b,(1, z) : ~ an_l,n_kZ I:, 
1 
with a,k the ballot number: an,k ----(n+k)- tk-v.t'~+k~ Since bn(1, z) is the 
enumerator of ballot level codes by  number of fixed points, it is also 
denoted here by Fn(z). Since bl(X, z) = zx, be(x , z) = fie(X)z + fiae(x)z 2 = 
xz  + xez z, bz(x, z) : flz(x)z + 2f12(x) HI(X) - 73 + ~13(X) Z 3 = XZ + 2x2z ~ + 
xa(z + za), it may be guessed that 
: (18)  
1 
58zafz9'2-7 
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1 
b.(x, 1) = b.(x) = xkBk(1). 
1 
Thus Bk(1) = mk-1 and 
- -  1 k+l  B.(z) = ~ ( ;  1 ) ( - -1 )F ,~+i_k (z ) .  (19) 
1 
It  may be shown that 
1 = (1 + Bl(z)y + "" + B,~(z) yn + ...)(1 - -  yz(),~ + ),~y + "")), (20) 
f rom which the following recurrence may be found. 
Bn(Z) = Z(eoBn-l(Z) + "ylOn-2(z) + "'" + ~n-1). 
In detached coefficient form, the polynomials Bn(z), n = 1(1)5 are 
n 1 2 3 4 5 
Bn(z) 1 0+1 1+0+1 1+2+0+1 3+2+3+0+1 
As is suggested by this, B . I=  y . -1 ,  B . .  = 1, B . . . .  1 =0 and it 
can be shown that B.~ :~._1+( - -1 )  n, B . . . .  ~ :n - -2 ,  2B.,._3 : 
(n + 1)(n --  4), and that 
(z - -  1) B,~(z) = (z 2 --  z + 1) B._x(z) - -  zm,~_~ , n = 2, 3, 4. 
3. ENUMERATION BY ENDPOINTS 
As already defined, e,~(x) is the enumerator for plane trees with n lines 
by number of  endpoints other than the root, E,(x) the similar enumerator  
for planted plane trees. Since the planted trees with n lines are the trees 
with n - -  1 lines with a line added at the root, it is clear that en(x) : en-l(x), 
n = 2, 3,..., and el(X) : el(x) : x. With 
e(x, y) = ~ en(x) yn, eo(X) = 1, 
o 
then 
e(x, y) = ~ e,~+a(x) yn = X - -  1 + e(x, y), 
0 
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so that, by (1), 
1 = (1  - -  ye(x,  y)) e(x, y) = (1 q- (1 -- x)y  --  ye(x,  y)) e(x, y), 
or  
221 
(21) 
yeS(x, y) - -  (1 q- y --  xy)  e(x, y) + 1 = O. (21a) 
The multivariable function D(x l  ..... xn), of which d,~(x) is the instance 
xl = xz . . . .  = xn = x, has a generating function D = D(x l ,  x~ ,...; y) = 
~-,o D,~(xl ,..., xn) Y'~, satisfying (cf. [6, Eq. (7)]) 
D = 1 -q- X lyD -~- xz (yD)  2 + ... -k x , (yD)  '~ -t- "". 
Hence 
d ~ d(x, y) = ~ d~(x) y" = (1 q- xyd)(1 -- yd)  -~, 
0 
which is the same as 
ydZ(x, y) - -  (1 q- y - -  xy)  d(x, y) Jr- 1 = O, 
which is (21a) with d(x, y) replacing e(x, y). Since do(x) = eo(X) = 1, it 
follows that dn(x) = en(x), n = 1, 2 ..... and, from [6, p. 88], 
en(x) = d~(x) = i (n q- 1) -1 (n ~ 1)( k -- l) xk" 
1 
(22) 
An alternate xpression for e,~(x) follows from the solution of (21a), 
namely, 
Hence 
e(x, y) = {1 @ y -- xy -- [(1 + y -- xy)2]l/2 -- 4y}(2y) -1 
-= (1 + y - -  xy) -1 c(y(1 + y - -  xy)  -2) 
= ~o y" ,~=o (n+2j J) cj(x - -  1)"-~. 
= (" - -  1>'  
o 
The recurrence for en(x) follows the procedure for bn(x), with A(x,  y) 
now given by 1 -- 2(1 q- x)y  + (1 -- x) 2 y2; the culminating expression is 
(1 -- (1 -}- x)y )  e(x, y) -}- A(x,  y) yeu(x, y) = 1 --  y q-- xy  
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and 
(n + 1) en(X) - -  (2n - -  1)(1 + x) en-l(x) + (n - -  2)(1 - -  x) 2 en_~(x) 
= 8n0 + (x - -  1) 8nl .  (24) 
When the root  is counted as an endpoint ,  enumerator fn (x ) ,  an  endpo in t  
is added only for p lanted trees, hence f l (x)  = x 2, 
A(x)  ~-- (en(x) - -  en(X)) + yen(X) 
= en(x) + (X - -  1) en-l(X), n = 2, 3 . . . . .  (25) 
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